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Isle Royale. Prehnite has been reported from several places along
the north shore of Lake Superior in Minnesota, and Grout8 has
given an analysis of the mineral from Pine County.

The writer is indebted to the Minnesota School of Mines Experi-
ment Station for analyses, and to Dr. F. F. Grout for much assist-
ance.

8 Grout, F. F., Contributions to the petrography of the Keweenawan: "Iozrr.
GeoI. ,18,654 (1910).

A NEW THEORY OF THE COMPOSITION
OF THE ZEOLITES*

A. N. WTNcllELL, Uniaersi.ty of Wisconsin

I*r*ooar"rro*

The great similarit ies in composition between the zeolites and '

the feldspars have been pointed out many times, but in a summary
of previous studies Danal expressed correctly the conclusion
reached by all investigators of the subject, as follows: "Unlike
the feldspars (in zeolites) . . . calcium and sodium seem to replace
one another and an increase in alkali does not go with an increase
in sil ica." The formulas given by Dana and all other authorit ies
known to the writer show that in zeolites alkalies are supposed to
replace l ime under the control of valence, that is, two atoms of
Na or of K are supposed to take the place of one atom of Ca.

It may be worth while to be more specific in regard to the
present qituation as to the composition of the zeolites. Dana gives
the following formulas as representing the compositiori of the
zeolites named:

Thomsonite
Chabazite
Gmelinite
Wellsite
Phillipsite
Harmotorne
Stilbite
Mordenite
Ptilolite

(Naz, ca) AlzSios.2.5 Hzo
(Ca, Na:) AlzSiOn.6Hzo
(Naz, Ca) AlzSirOrz.6 H:O
(Ba. Ca, Kr) AlrsfuOro .3 HrO
(Kz, Ca) AlsSirOu.4.S HzO
(Kz, Ba) AlrSirOu.S HrO
(Naz, Ca) AlzSisOro.6 HzO

3(Ca, Naz, K:) AlzSiroozr.2O H:O
(Ca, Kz, Naz) AhSiroOz.S HzO

* Presented at the annual meeting of The Mineralogical Society of America,
Ithaca, New York, December 37, 1924.

1 System of Mineralogy, 6th Ed., p. .570, (f892).
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According to Dana the other common zeolites have invariant
composition. The same or very similar formulas are given by
Groth, and all other authorit ies, so far as known to the writer.
That is, according to standard authorities, any zeolite which is not
invariant is supposed to show a variation in the Ca : Na (or K)
ratio, and no other corresponding variation.2 Furthermore, in

this variation two atoms of Na or K are supposed to replace one
atom of Ca.

Zeolites are commonly regarded as more or less exactly hydrous
equivalents of feldspars. In plagioclase and other feldspars it is
well known that one atom of Ca is replaced, not by two atoms of
Na (or K), but by one atom of alkali with a simultaneous replace-
ment of one atom of AI by one atom of Si. Therefore it may be
worth while to study the best analyses of the various zeolites to
learn whether they resemble the feldspars in this respect, rather
than showing variations in composition as represented by the
formula.q universally used for them. Such a study is a long and
diff icult matter except by means of graphs. By plotting the best
analyses of each kind of zeolite on a square3 so arranged that the
horizontal coordinate expresses variation in the Ca : Na ratio and
the vertical coordinate expresses variation in the AI : Si ratio,
the distribution of the points, each of which represents an analysis,
shows at a glance whether the composition varies as in the feld-
spars, or as in the formulas now accepted. It is evident that the
points representing the variations in composition in one kind of
zeolite must lie along a horizontal line in such a diagram if the
usual formulas are correct. Also, if the variation in the Ca : Na
ratio is accompanied by a simultaneous variation in the AI : Si
ratio the points representing the variations in composition in one
kind of zeolite must lie along a line taking a diagorral course on the
square.

Such diagra,ms are not difficult to prepare nor entirely novel,
but, since theyf do not seem to be familiar to mineralogists, it seems
necessary to eirplain the method of preparation.

'?Groth (Min{ral Tabellen, l92l) and Tschermak (Si.tz. Aho.d.. lViss. Wi'en,
CXXVI (1917), p. 541 and CXXVtr, (1918), p. 177) rccognize variations in the
AI:Si ratio in sonle zeolites, but fail to show anv relation between such variations

and those in the pa:Na ratio. Gordon (Proc. Philo. Acad. Sci., LXXVI, (1924),

p. 103) has foundl the approximate relationship in these ratios in thomsonite, but

did not discover the atom-for-atom type of replacement, recognizing instead a

replacement of Ca by 2Na, and of 2Si by 3Si
3 Full details regarding the preparation of the graphs are given later.
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Starting with any molecule, for example CasAloSiroOa2.Aq. at
one corner of a square, as at A in the figure, let us assume that this
molecule may change gradually to the corresponding sodium salt,
NaoAloSiroOsz.Aq. and let us represent this entire change by a
horizontal I ine as AB. By dividing this l ine into ten equal parts,
each division point represents these two molecules mixed in simple
decimal ratios.

Starting again with the molecule CaaAloSiroOaz.Aq. at A let us
assume another kind of variation, in this case variation in the
Al : Si ratio. In the first molecule assumed this ratio is 6 : 10.
Let  us assume in a second molecule that  i t  changes to 10:6.  l f
there were no other change this would lead to the molecule
CarAlroSioOgo.Aq. Ifowever, all authorit ies are agreed that in
zeolites the Ca*Na2:Al2 ratio is always 1:1. Therefore the
molecule should be written: CasAlroSioOsz.Aq. This molecule
may be placed at C, and the l ine AC made equal to AB, and
divided in the same way, so that the divisions represen't simple
decimal mixtures of the two molecules A and C.

Now the molecule CasAlroSioOsz.Aq. at C may obviously be
assumed to vary to a corresponding sodium molecule just as was
assumed for the molecule at A. This variation is properly repre-
sented along the l ine CD, which is divided in ten parts l ike the
other l ines. Also, the molecule NaaAloSi,,,Orz.Aq. may be assumed
to vary in its Al:Si ratio without variation in its Na:AI ratio, just

as the molecule at A was assumed to do, and this variation may
be represented along the l ine BD.

Since the zeolites do not form a single isomorphous system like
the feldspars,, but include several disconnected series, it is necessary
to discuss them separately; for convenience they wil l be treated
in the following order:

1. The composition of thomsonite.
2. The composition of natrolite, mesolite, scolecite, gismondite and laumontite'

3. The composition of chabazite and related zeolites.
4. 'fhe 

composition of phillipsite and related zeolites.
5. The composition of heulandite and related zeolites.
6 Comparative study and summary.

1.  TnB CouposrrroN or  Tsousoxl tB

The theory that variation in composition of crystals is accom-
plished by change of one atom for another of similar size has been
very useful in attacking the diff icult problems involved in reaching
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a rational explanation of the constitution of the pyroxene, amphi-

bole, mica and other important groups of sil icate minerals.

The zeolites form a complex group of hydrous aluminum sil icates

which are truly extraordinary in many ways' For example, the

water in them is unlike the water in most other minerals since it

can be expelled without destroying (or materially changing) the

crystal rvhich contained it; the water goes off through a consider-

able temperature range rather than at any fixed temperature; any

other fluid will enter the crystal in large amounts in the absence of

water, but does not remain if water becomes available to tte

crystal. Furthermore, in many zeolites, a base, such as sodium,

can be artif icially replaced by anotber base, such as potassium or

calcium.
Since the zeolites are so exceptional, it is quite possible that a

theory rvhich applies to other silicates will not apply to them'

For example, the theory of similar-sized atom-for-atom control of

isomorphous systems may not hold in the zeolite group. In fact,

many analyses made by Lemberg,a Thugutt,5 Gans,6 ZochT and

others indicate that in the artif icial exchange of bases in zeolites

valence controls the process, so that, for example, Ca is replaced,

not by Na, but by 2Na. It remains to be determined whether a

similar valence-control exists in the natural formation of zeolite

crystals.
Wherrys has recently discussed the composition of thomsonite

with special reference to this problem, and reached the conclusion

that "thomsonite" is not one mineral, but two, each a double salt

of f ixed formula. That is, according to Wherry, thomsonite does

not i l lustrate the usual condition of isomorphous relationships

shown in so matrv s i l ica les,  but  should he assigned to one or  the

other of two definite formulas. This attitude reminds the writer

of the attempt of Fouqu6 to refer the plagioclase feldspars to a

few definite formulas rather than to a continuous isomorphous

series. The view of Wherrv is all the more remarkable since he

himself statess that "the l ime varies inversely as the soda" in

a Zeit. Dtsch. GeoI. Gescll., XXVII, (1387) p 973; XXXIX, (1888) p 561;XL'
(1888 )  p .6s1 .

5 N. Jahrb. Min. B.8., IX, (1894) p. 5.55.
6 Jahrb. freu'ss. geol. Landesan., XXVII, (1906) p. 63
7 Ch.emie i ler  Erde, I ,  (1915) p.  219
E Am. Mineral . ,  8,  (1923) p.  121.
e Loc.  t : i t . ,  p.  122,  footnote.
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thomsonite and his diagram sho.r,'l's clearly a continuous gradation
from one of his types to the other.

Sti l l  more recently Gordonl0 has discussed the composition of
thomsonite and reached the conclusion that there is a continuous
variation in composition from CaO.AlzOr.2SiO:.3HrO to mix
crystals containing up to 40 percent of NazO.Alzos.3SiOr.HrO.
Gordon argues that Wherry must be wrong in adopting the notion
of f ixed composition since Lemberg has shown that the composition
of thomsonite can be changed artif icially. The writer would call
attention to the fact that Lemberg's analyses show that Ca is
replaced by 2Na without a simultaneous increase in SiOr, and
therefore the artif icial change is not a confirmation of Gordon's
theory.

The evidence presented by Gordon seems very convincing, but
the writer is unwill ing Lo accept it as conclusive because it involves
the necessity of believing that in the crystal space-lattice which
may be assumed to be built f irst of CaO.AlzOe.2SiOz.3HzO, half
the Ca atoms may be replaced by twice as many Na atoms and
simultaneously half the Si atoms may be replaced by other Si
atoms 50 percent more in number, that is, Ca may be replaced bv
2Na and simultaneously 2Si may be replaced by 3Si. In anhydrous
sil icates no isomorphous series of such a kind is known to the
writer. Therefore it seems desirable to study the problem further.

Doelterlr has l isted 67 analyses of thomsonite, but some of these
are clearly inaccurate, and a few are averages or duplicates. It is
obviously of great importance to use only the very best analyses
made on carefully selected material as a basis for comparative
studies aimed at the determination of the constituent molecules.
Therefore only the modern analyses, made since 1880, wil l be used.
Next, analyses of later date which are clearly abnormal or inab-
curate or on impure material must be excluded, as i l lustrated by
some which include more than trif l ing amounts of COz, or MgO,
or Fe2O3, or have unsatisfactory totals. After these omissions,
the l ist of preferred analyses includes the following: Doelter's
N o s .  6 ,  9 ,  l l , 1 8 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 7  , 2 8 ,  3 6 - 4 4 , 4 8 , 5 0 - 5 4 ,  5 6 ,  5 7  , 6 1 , 6 6 , 0 7 .

Furthermore, the following analyses belong in the same group:

r0 Proc. Phila. Acod.. Sci., LXXVI, (192a) p. 103.
1r Hdb. l\{ineral Chem. I1,3, (1921) p. 16.
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68. Thomsonite, Quirang, Scotland, F. Heddle : M iner al. M ag.,Y, (1882) p. 1 19'
69. Thomsonite, Borschom, Transcaucasia. K. D. Glinka: Tr. Soc. Nat. St'

Petersburg, XXIV, (1906) p. l; Zei.t. Kryst.,)nYI, (1909) p.287.
70. Thomsonite, Amethyst Cove, Nova Scotia. T. L. Walker. [J. Toronto

Sktd. ies,  Geol .  Ser.14,  (1922) p.72.
71. Thomsonite, Port George, Nova Scotia. T. L. Walker. Ioc. cit.
72. Thomsonite, Franklin, N. J. S. G. Gordon: Proc. Acad.. Nat. Sci. Phita.,

LXXV, (1923) p. 273, and. Am. Mineral.,8, (1923) p. 125.
73. "Harringtonite," Antrim, Ireland. A. and R. Brauns: Cent. Min., (1924)

p. 545. Analysis I.
74. "Harringtonite," Antrim, Ireland, A. and R. Brauns: CcnI.,Min.,(1924)

p. 545. Analysis II.

In thomsoni te,  as in other zeol i tes,  the molecular  rat io of  Al2Og

to CaO*NazO is very nearly unity in most cases; the largest
variations from this ratio in the preceding list of analyses are found
in the analyses of Chauvenet (No. 41-ratio : .91), Heddle (63-.91),
Todd (70-.93), Heddle (11-.94), Chauvenet (42-.94), Todd (71-.94),
Manasse (22-7.06), Heddle (57-LO7), G<irgey (43-1.10), Manasse
(23-1.12) ,  Luedecke (6-1.14) ,  Pr ior  (54-1.15)  Lacro ix  (4S-1.16) ,
and Whitfield (72-1.16). If some variation in this ratio actually
exists the writer has found no explanation for it; the evidence at
present is not conclusive, but it seems reasonable to assume that
the ratio is constant and unity. Since this assumption underlies
all the subsequent discussion it may be worth while to add that
all writers on the subject of the constitution of the zeolites make
this assumption, so far as known to the writer.

Contrary to the view of Wherry, the writer finds .that the
analyses show a considerable range in the AIzOs:SiO2 ratio, as
well as in the NarO:CaO ratio. The former varies from about 1:2
to about  1:2.5,  and the la t ter  var ies f rom about  1:2 to about  1:4
(Whitfield's ratio is 1:5).

If sodium be omitted for the moment the constant unit AlzOs:
CaO*NazO ratib and the first of the AIzOr:SiOz ratios give the
formula CaAlzSizOs; if l ime be omitted, this becomes Na2Al2Si2O8.
A careful study of the best analyses of thomsonite shows that
alumina decreases as sil ica increases. Therefore it is reasonable to
test the idea that in this zeolite, as in plagioclase, one atom of
aluminum may take the place of one atom of sil icon, ot oice aersa..
In order to do so it is desirable to use molecules both more sil iceous
and less siliceous than the standard thomsonite formula already
derived. To avoid too sreat differences the series mav be written
thus:
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Lime Soda

Nlore siliceous Ca3Al6Sir0Ou.Aq Na6Al6SiloOr:.Aq,

Standard CarAlsSisOu.Aq. NasAlaSisOn.Aq.

Lesssi l iceous CasAlroSieOuAq. NaroAlroSLOs.Aq'

By taking these more sil iceous and less sil iceous l ime and soda

molecules as the corners of a square, as in Fig. 1, various points in

the square represent varying proportions of the four molecules

which may be read directly from the diagram. For example,
analysis 66 contains 2616 of soda molecules (B and D) and 74/e

of l ime molecules (A and C); it also contains 57To of. the more

sil iceous molecules (A and B) and a39L of the less sil iceous mole-

cules (C and D); therefore it contains 74ls oI 57/6 or 42/6 ol

CasAloSiroOar,26a/c ol 57/6 or 1516 of NaoAluSitoO'r., T4To ol 43/6

or 32/6 of CasAlroSioOgz, and 26/s ol 437c or l l /s oI NaroAlroSioOaz.

It is evident that various points in the square represent varying

ratios so far as AlzOe:SiOr and CaO:NazO are concerned, but a

constant unit ratio between AIrOs and CaO*NazO.
In order to calculate from a chemical analysis the molecular

percentage of the molecules of the square which are represented

by the analysis (that is in order to find the point which represents

the analysis on the square) it is, of course, necessary, f irst, to

obtain the relative number of oxide molecules by dividing each

weight percentage of the analysis by the molecular weight of the
given oxide.12 It is then possible to obtain the percentage of soda

molecules by dividing the NazO (including KzO) by the sum of CaO
(including MgO, etc.) and NarO molecules. Finally, to obtain the
percentage of the more sil iceous molecules, Iet

x:Al:Or molecules in the Iess siliceous molecules
y:Alror molecules in the mote siliceous molecules.

then x*y:total number of AlzOs molecules in the analysis, and

6/5xJ*1O/3y:total number of SiO: molecules in the analysis.

After  so lv ing f . r r  x  and y, i t  mav be noted that  there are yf  3 of

the more sil iceous molecules (since each contains 3AlzOr) and

xf  5 oI  the Iess s i l iceous molecules;  therefore y/3:y/3*x/5:per-
centage of more sil iceous molecules.

Since the diagram is based on the assumption that the AIrOr:

CaO*NazO ratio is unity, it is desirable to use, f irst, only those

12 To reduce the labor involved the rvriter uses the molecular weight only to

the nearest whole number; it is customary to multiply by 1000 to eliminate deci-

mals.
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analyses which do not depart appreciablyr8 from this condition.
In this wrly the numbered points on Fig. 1 are found, the numbers

corresponding with the list already given. Analyses which do not
give a unit ratio for AIrOs:CaO*NazO cannot be calculated into

the molecules of Fig. 1, without leaving discrepancies, whose
magnitude varies with the departure from unit ratio. If these

Ca5Alp S i6oj2 Ag 40 M o / % 60 NopAlp56O32 As

Fig 1, The com.position of thomsonite. Each dot represents an analysis'

discrepancies are equally divided between AluOr and CaO*NaO
points can be found; if the discrepancies are attributed wholly

to AlzOs other points can be found;if they are attributed wholly

to CaO*NazO sti l l  other points can be found. A l ine connecting

the second and third of these points for a given analysis is bisected

by the first point named and represents all possible assumptions
regarding elimination of the condition that the AlzOg:CaO*NazO

13 Any small discrepancy is divided equally between AlzOr and CaOfNa:O in

the actual computations.

Aq

r'63i ;o'
2 6 1 c "

4O Mo /  %
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ratio is not unity. Such lines are vertical in Fig. 1 since the
CaO:NarO ratio is not affected by the various methods 6f elimin-
at ing the d iscrepancy.

By plotting all the "superior" analyses as points and somelaof the
other modern analyses as l ines; as just described, the range of
variations in composition can be seen very readily, as shown in
Fig. 1. The diagram shows, not two species, but a continuous series
between limits which are not clearly defined. Only two analyses
(61 and 69) depart rather widely from the main series. It is
reasonable to disregard these as due to impurit ies or inaccuracies
(61 is rather old and 69 was made on massive rather than crystal
material) and conclude that thomsonite varies in composition
essentially as expressed by a l ine running about NE and SW in
Fig. 1, such as EFGH (the reason for the curvature of this l ine
will be given later).

The complete formula for the point F may be written NarCas
AlzoSi:oOao and the complete formula for the point H is, Nae Ca3
AlrsSizsOso. These formulas are very complex, but the first one is
(four times) the formula deduced by Wherry for one of his types.
Ilowever, the striking and most important feature about them is
that they contain exactly the same number of atoms, and the
replacements are just the same as in plagioclase. In fact the series
can be considered to parallel part of the plagioclase series, difiering
only in the fact that there are in thomsonite (about) 12 (Ca*Na)
atoms for each 80 oxygen atoms, while in plagioclase there are
only 10 (Ca{Na) atoms for each 80 oxygen atoms.

In Fig. 1 the four components of the system do not have the
same (CafNa):O ratio,although this ratio is the same for the
points F and G. Therefore a straight l ine from F to H would not
express simple mixtures of F and H (which have the same ratio).
Such mixtures are expressed by the curved line EFGH rvhose
position can be found by plotting a few points along its course.
It is evident that the points which represent the analyses all fali
near this curve. It seems clear that the isomorphous series in
thomsonite may be considered to be one in which Ca is replaced
not by 2Na, nor 2Si by 3Si nor by 6Si, as has been suggested,l5

la It seems quite unnecessary to calculate all of these; enough of these and of
good older analyses have been calculated to make sure that they would not alter
the conclusions reached.

15 S. G. Gordon: Proc. Phila. Acad. Sci., LXKVI, (192\ p. 103, and C. F.
Rammelsberg: I\{in. Chem. Erg. Heft II, (1895) p. 389.
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but that, as in plagioclase, Ca is replaced by Na with a simul-
taneous replacement of Al by Si.

There{ore, in thomsonite as in the anhydrous sil icates, a natural
isomorphous series is formed not between molecules which are
unlike in number and size of atoms, but between molecules having
exactly the same number of atoms of nearly the same sizes; the
replacement is not 2Na for Ca and 3Si for 2Si, but, Na for Ca and
Si for Al.

Accordingly, accepting the conclusions of Gordon regarding
the water in thomsonite (with which this article does not deal)
the mineral is an isomorphous series from about the point F whose
composition is NarCaeAlzoSizoOso.25H2O nearly to the point G
whose composition is NarCasAlr?Si28O80.20H2O.

(To be continued)

FOSHAGITE, A NEW SILICATE FROM
CRESTMORE, CALIFORNIA1

Anrnun S. Earr.n, [Jniaersity of Califo,rnia

The Riverside Portland Cement Company which quarried the
crystall ine l imestone at Crestmore, has transferred most of its
operations to a hill, lying further west, of white crystalline lime-
stone containing few associated minerals, and the original quarries
have been practically deserted. The old Commercial quarry on
Sky Blue Hill where the wilkeite and other minerals described
by the writer2 were found has been cleaned up and is not now of
special interest. Some later quarrying has been done on the north
side of the hill at what is locally known as the Wet Weather quarry,
and there was a large accumulation of boulders at the base of
this quarry last May, when visited by the writer. Brown and
vellow vesuvianite and light blue calcite, principally, formed the
boulders, but other minerals occur in the vesuvianite masses which
make a visit to the deposit of great interest to the mineralogist.
The solutions connected with the intrusive pegmatitic and mon-
zonitic dikes in the l imestone mass were magmatic sil iceous waters
which were in all probabil ity responsible for the conversion of the

I Presented at the annual meeting of The Mineralogical Society of America,
Ithaca, New York, December 31, 1924.

2 Minerals associated with the crystalline limestone at Crestmore, Riverside
County, California. Arthur S. F,akle. BnII. Dept. Geol,. Unir. Calif ., 10, 327-360
(1917 ) .




